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Yours sincerely’ is an exclusive programme by the Impulse Students’ Union           
2020-2021organised online for the student community at Stella Maris. This two day webinar             
consisted of six eminent speakers who’ve excelled in their places of passion and have kept               
themselves highly enthusiastic to address the student community. The speakers were split            
into three sessions per day at varied time slots.  
 
Speaker 1 : Pavithra Sagar  
 ‘Looking your best’ 
Pavithra Sagar is an entrepreneur by profession who is the co-founder of funkyfishpopup and              
kairoshme.Mrs. Funky Fish isChennai’s most fashionable pop-up, which curates incredible          
designers and brings them to not just Chennai but to several cities also runs a personal blog                 
called stylemuze, which has been growing at a fast pace and her styling videos have garnered                
a lot of attention in just a few months . Now she has become a social media influencer who                   
draws the attention of a community as big as 34.4K and more  
Pavithra Sagar grooms women and girls for various occasions and events. Upon formally              

introducing the speaker, she introduced herself by talking about her journey becoming an             
entrepreneur after getting married and having children. She passionately spoke about how            
enterprises can be built when ones get into in depth learning and research about the content                
and thereby involving oneselves into strategically planning for the same. Pavithra Sagar            
patiently answered the questions posed by the participants. It was a very delightful session              
and the responses were overwhelming. 
 
Speaker 2 : Manisha Bhansali  
 ‘ Career and mental well being’  
Manisha Bhansali is a trained mental health professional and a mindfulness healer. Helping             
people live a more meaningful life. She conducts various workshops and awareness videos.             
The session began at 4 pm on a very cheerful introduction with the participants. 
 
Speaker 3 : Mr. Priyank Jain  
‘Going tech-savvy’  
Mr priyank jain is an author , passionate public speaker and the founder of a personal                
branding and digital marketing agency called Priyank Jain consultancy . He works towards             
helping business owners , professionals and millennials to grow their brand and get high              
value clients online . During the entire session, he kept the audience engaged by asking them                
various questions and the attendees also responded enthusiastically. Overall, it was a very             
informative and engaging session. 
 
Speaker 4 : Jonathon Mathew  



‘Media and technology’  
Jonathan Mathew focuses on bridging the gap between data, technology and accessibility            
through design. He currently works at Microsoft and is a graduate from IDC, IIT Bombay. He                
believes _"The future belongs to the curious"_. Overall the session was very interactive and              
highly appreciated by the students.  
 
Speaker 5 : Nanditha ram  
‘Biodiversity hotspots of Chennai’  
Nanditha Ram is a 3rd year student at SSN College of Engineering, Chennai. Though a               
chemical engineer on paper, Nanditha is drawn to the environment and strives to one day               
contribute to tackling environmental issues and getting involved in conservation activities. A            
birdwatcher and curious about all things nature, she likes travelling and learning about             
various species and ecosystems. Poetry, writing, photography and art, she believes are ways             
in which one can express oneself and influence others as well. A member and editor at the                 
Young Naturalists' Network, Chennai and at the Madras Naturalists Society, Nanditha hopes            
to grow more with every passing day and spread love for our very surroundings. Ms               
Nanditha’s mind blowing presentation skills attracted the crowd.  
 
Speaker 6 : PREETHIKA munoth 
‘Fabulous fashion and grooming tips’  
A full-time entrepreneur by profession, Founder - Director of PRISMARC DIAMONDS & a             
Graphic Designer by passion. She is a third generation Diamantaire, Inspiring women to             
Envision, evolve & realize dreams in a rather conventional & male dominated entrepreneurial             
spectrum. 
Hailing from the world of brilliance, fire and flashing prisms, she truly believes in faith over                
fear. The session was fun filled and helped students take away valuable suggestions from the               
speaker.  
 
 





 

 


